The Extraordinary eTab of Julian Newcomber
by Michael Seese
JF Seese
When Grown-Up Julian traveled into the past, he dropped his cell phone on a battlefield. Now, Grown-Up Julian needs Young Julian to help him retrieve his cell phone before the future is changed.

The Owls Have Come to Take Us Away
by Ronald L. Smith
JF Smith
A boy who is so obsessed with aliens he becomes too paranoid to sleep begins to suspect he has been abducted in the aftermath of a strange camping-trip incident.

Bad Order
by Barb Bentler Ullman
JF Ullman
A girl with a nonverbal brother who only communicates through telepathic messages receives a warning on a snowy day about a disastrous break in the dimensional universe.

Friendroid
by M.M. Vaughan
JF Vaughan
New kid Eric bonds with local misfit Danny over a favorite video game before Eric’s strange lifestyle and disappearances lead to an astonishing secret about his identity.

Klawde: Evil Alien Warlord Cat
by Johnny Marciano
JF Marciano
Exiled to Earth far from the planet where he was once the high commander, Klawde the ferocious alien war cat arrives in the home of reluctant Oregon newcomer Raj.

Margot and Mateo Save the World
by Darcy Miller
JF Miller
Discovering alien slugs are taking control of the adults in their community, two students team up with their scientist friend in the hope of saving the world without getting in trouble for skipping school.

We’re Not From Here
by Geoff Rodkey
JF Rodkey
After a year on Mars, a young boy and his family migrate to the planet Choom, but the Zhuri, who look like giant mosquitoes, don’t really like humans. It is up to the boy and his family to change their minds if they hope to survive.

The Plant Planet
by Jon Scieszka
JF Scieszka
AstroWolf, LaserShark, SmartHawk and StinkBug are animals that have been hybridized to find other planets for humans to live on once we’ve ruined Earth. So off they rocket to the Plant Planet!
**Lunar Blitz**
by Jeff Chen
JF Chen
A talented quarterback finds the future of his moon colony in his hands when he seeks to reverse a string of championship losses by recruiting an unpopular star rocketback from an exiled world.

**Awesome Dog 5000**
by Justin Dean
JF Dean
Discovering a robotic dog with amazing powers, three video game enthusiasts embark on a wild and comedic adventure.

**The Infinite Lives of Maisie Day**
by Christopher Edge
JF Edge
A 10-year-old science enthusiast awakens in another reality and must work within the laws of the universe while trusting in the love of her family in order to set things right.

**Young Captain Nemo**
by Jason Henderson
JF Henderson
Gabriel emerges from the isolation of his parents' underwater lab and resolves to use his Nemotech legacy to make the ocean a safer place, before the disappearance of his older sister reveals the presence of an undiscovered sea creature.

**Tin**
by Pádraig Kenny
JF Kenny
In an alternate 1930s England where robots want more than anything to feel human, Christopher discovers that he harbors a secret in his past and his robot friends try to help him uncover the truth.

**Following Baxter**
by Barbara Kerley
JF Kerley
When Professor Reese moves in next door, Jordie enjoys helping her new neighbor take care of her dog and assisting in her laboratory, but she is not sure what to do when the professor goes missing.

**Blastaway**
by Melissa Landers
JF Landers
When an accidental launch catapults him into space, science enthusiast Kyler Centaurus teams up with an adversarial asteroid demolitionist, Fig, to stop a ruthless pair of space pirates from stealing his ship.

**I Was an Outer-Space Chicken**
by David LaRochelle
JF LaRochelle
When friends Lamar and Lexie are abducted by an alien that confuses them for chickens, the two prove that they are human by solving a tricky math problem.

**Emperor of the Universe**
by David Lubar
JF Lubar
Seventh grader Nicholas V. Landrew, his beloved pet gerbil Henrietta and a package of ground beef are beamed aboard an alien space ship before finding themselves on a madcap chase across the universe.

**Dragon Pearl**
by Yoon Ha Lee
JF Lee
Longoing for adventure in the Thousand Worlds, Min embarks on a quest to find her brother, who has been accused of abandoning his post to search for a mystical object of power.

**Intergalactic P.S. 3**
by Madeleine L'Engle
JF L'Engle
When Charles Wallace is old enough to start school, Meg and Calvin seek help from Mrs. Whatsit, Mrs. Who and Mrs. Which to find him a school where he will fit in.

**Seventh Grade vs. the Galaxy**
by Joshua Levy
JF Levy
When his Jupiter-orbiting spaceship school is mysteriously attacked, Jack uses his scientist father's new light-speed technology to move the ship hundreds of light-years away into the clutches of the first aliens humans have ever seen.